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The next installment in the 100 MOST series explores the most awesome things on Earth! As a follow up to the 100 Most Dangerous Things on the Planet (10/08) and the 100 Most Disgusting Things on the Planet (1/10), the 100 Most Awesome Things on the Planet highlights the Grand Canyon, Great Wall of China, Angel Falls, River, Aurora Borealis, biggest supertanker, longest bridge, smartest robot, fastest rocket, and more. Each spread includes a rating from 1 to 5 indicating how "awesome" the item is, along with amazing facts, quirky side panels, and lots of full-color photos.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is a collection of the 100 most awesome things on the planet. They are divided into two categories: awesome natural wonders and awesome human creations. Each entry includes full color photos, facts, and an "awesomeness rating“. Kids that enjoy fact packed books will learn a lot from this one!

This was a Christmas gift to my Granddaughter and she just loved it! Still reading to us from the book.
My son LOVES these books! He is 7 and loves everything like this, interesting animal and world facts. These books are full of things I didn’t even know! I plan on buying most of the series for him! I also purchased the, 100 Deadliest Things on the Planet and he can’t get enough of them!

Kids review: It is an awesome book, especially if you love tsunamis, tornadoes, natural wonders, or other cool stuff. This would be a great book for you if you’re interested in natural disasters and natural wonders and awesome vehicles. Get this book!

My son got 5 of these books for Christmas! He has read 2 already & thinks they are great!!!! He reads through them easily & finds them very interesting--- he’s 13!!
	his was a gift for my grandson but he seemed to enjoy reading it. the more he can learn about the world, the better

My boys discovered this series at our Scholastic Book Fair and had to have every other book in the series! They spend hours pouring over these books, reading and rereading, memorizing facts and retelling stories. My children started reading this series in 1st grade, and continue re-reading them two years later.

I bought this and the Guinness Book of Records for my adult son and his son. they both LOVE these books! They love the oddball information in them. People are always amazed when my grandson can give them facts that most people would not know or think of. They make great reference books for school and is a wonderful way for parent child bonding when they read them together.
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